
Downlights
BR Series
High end luminaire with many options and installer friendly

 Create your style, choose from many colors & textures

 Experience visual comfort with our optics technology

 Perfect match for any size, choose the dimension that fits best

Downloads  Start configuration

Choose mounting

Recessed (R)

Surface Mounted (S)
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Choose diameter / cut-out

Choose optics 

Choose light options

Choose color

Pendant (P)

All Greyed out combinations are not available

Cutout 310 mm

PCO

MLO

CCT

830

Lumen

1000

UGR

UGR22

WH401 
Satin White
(9003)
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Choose texture

GR402 
Satin Grey
(9006)

GR403 
Satin Dark
Grey (7043)

BK402 
Satin Black
(9004)
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No texture

Driver variants 

Non Dimming

DALI
Dimming
DCDIM
feature &
Indoor
positioning
ready
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SpaceWise
(incl. sensor)

Emergency options

No integrated
emergency
lighting

Connector type

No
connector,
Push-In with
pull relief
(PIP)

Wieland
connector for
mains (EW)

Your configuration
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Click the configuration image to zoom

Create Spec Sheet    View collection

Configuration code

BR310-R-10S-830-PCO-PSU-N-WH401-N-PIP-UGR22

Quantity

1

 Add to quote
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Countless options
The BR Series looks and feels
high end.

With 3D printing we unlock the
possibility of 10 different materials
and 5 textures. Together with all the
different lighting options, this
luminair will fit your project.

Tailored to your
preference
Custom designs for demanding
project needs

With our flexible digital production
system, our fixtures can be modified
in a variety of ways. Contact us to
discuss your specific needs.

Fast lead times
Custom options delivered fast

We can supply a wide range of
customization options without long
lead times. Our revolutionary new
manufacturing technology allows us
to deliver unprecedented speed,
flexiblity and economy.
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Circular economy
ready
Fixtures inherently designed
for low environmental impact

We optimize the design of our
fixtures expressly to reduce our
product’s environmental impact:
Lightweight materials reduce our
carbon footprint during production
and reduce the fixture’s weight to
minimize our transportation
footprint.

Glare free contemporary luminaire design
As high ceiling and open offices in old industrial buildings become more and
more the trend of today, the form, fit and function of the BR Series
seamlessly integrated into your project.

Not only black and white, but a multitude of materials and textures make sure
the luminaires fit the branding.
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There is no ceiling wild enough
The different mounting options of the BR Series, recessed, surface mounted
and pendant, make up a very flexible product family.

No need to vary with different products, styles, or even manufacturers,
within your project. With all the options presented, the BR is the solution for
all office and hospitality applications.

When the application calls for flexibility
Often, offices, meeting rooms, open areas or entrances call for more than
one type of luminaire. Think of desk lighting in conjunction with luminaires
that provide environmental ambiance.

Being able to do that and making sure the lighting integrates with the right
control system, fits the style of your room and gives you the most
comfortable lighting available, then you must be talking about the BR Series.
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Downloads

Any questions or comments? We’re here to assist you!
Learn how our 3D printed luminaires can help you stay on trend while improving sustainability.

Contact us  Discover the series  Download Brochure

About |  Careers |  Contact |  Site owner |  Cookie notice |  Privacy notice |  Product security |  Terms of use |

©2020 Signify Holding. All rights reserved.

 Mounting instruction

 Spec sheet

 Photometrics

 Declaration of conformity

Connect with Philips
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